Goals of supplemental ERAS application
• Update questions on the ERAS application to reflect current context
• Help applicants share more information about themselves and their medical education
journey
• Drive holistic review in a high-volume application context by providing better
information about applicants’:
• work, volunteer, and research experiences;
• geographic information;
• preference signals; and
• work setting preferences (research only).

2022 supplemental ERAS application
Tool Features

Participating Specialties

• Free
• Short (<60 min)
• Submit only one supplemental
application
• Separate from MyERAS application

• Dermatology
• Internal Medicine (categorical and
preliminary)
• General Surgery (categorical)
*Programs in these specialties are
invited to participate.
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Supplemental ERAS application

Prior work,
volunteer, &
research
experiences

Geographic
Information

(Available to
Programs)

(Available to
Programs)
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Preference
Signal

(Available to
Programs)

Work
Preferences

(Research only)

Prior experiences
1

Up to 5 Meaningful

Experiences
General
Medical/ Healthcare

Possible Experiences:
• Education/Training
• Military Service
• Professional Organization
• Research
• Teaching/Mentoring
• Volunteer/Service/Advocacy
• Work
• Other extracurricular activity, club, hobby

Research
Volunteer
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2

Describe why each
experience was
meaningful. (up to 300
characters)

Prior experiences
Examples
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• Please describe any other impactful
experiences you encountered or
overcame on your journey to residency.
This could include experiences related
to family background, financial
background, community setting,
educational experiences, and/or general
life experiences (up to 750 characters)

-

family background (e.g., first generation to
college)
financial background (e.g., worked to
support family growing up)
community setting (e.g., food scarcity, lack
of access to medical care)
educational experiences (e.g., limited
access to advisors or mentors)
other general life circumstances (e.g., loss
of a family member, serving as a caregiver
while working or in school).

Geographic preferences
• Select up to 3 of the 9 US Census
divisions and provide short
explanation(s) for your preference
(up to 300 characters)
• Select “No region preference” and
provide a short explanation for your
preference (up to 300 characters)
• Select “Do not wish to communicate
a preference”

https://www.cdc.gov/surveillance/nrevss/rsv/division.html

Geographic preferences
• Example: program is in Pacific West
You
(Applicant)
indicate:

Preference for
Pacific West

Preference for
Middle Atlantic,
New England

“I do not have a
regional
preference.”

“I do not wish
to
communicate a
regional
preference”

Pacific West
Program
sees:

“Preference
for Pacific
West”

No
information

“No regional
preference”

No
information

Geographic preferences
• You will have an opportunity to communicate your preferences for
urban and rural settings by selecting:
•
•

No preference, slight preference, or strong preference for urban areas and
rural areas
Share a short explanation for your setting preference (up to 300 characters)

Rural: population of 2,500 or less; sparsely populated
Urban: population of 50,000 or more; continuously built-up and densely populated

Preference signals
You will have an opportunity to
send signals to participating
programs

•
•

•
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No signals to home programs (i.e.,
affiliated with your medical school),
in-person away rotations, SubInternships

Programs will only see whether
you signaled their program

Specialty

Signals
(up to)

Dermatology

3

General Surgery

5

Internal Medicine – Categorical

5

Internal Medicine – Preliminary

5

Preference signals
• Program Code of Conduct
• Programs shall NOT disclose the identification of applicants who have
signaled.
• Programs shall NOT ask interviewees where they have signaled.
• Programs shall NOT disclose the number of signals they have received
• Signals are appropriate for use in the interview offer phase only

Participating programs as of 8/9/21
Programs
Dermatology

115 (84%)

General Surgery (Categorial only)

228 (69%)

Internal Medicine (Categorical and Preliminary)

352 (62%)

For a list of participating programs refer to: https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-residencieseras/programs-participating-supplemental-eras-application
Program list will be updated the week of 8/10
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Applicant timeline
ERAS Supplemental Application Open to
Applicants

Applications and Signals Provided to
Participating Programs*

Window 1

September 1 – 19, 2021 at 11:59 PM ET

September 29, 2021 at 9:00 AM ET

Window 2

September 1 – 30, 2021 at 11:59 PM ET

October 6, 2021 at 9:00 AM ET

*Data for applicants who completed the supplemental application and apply to a participating program after
October 6th will be updated weekly.
Once you certify and submit your supplemental ERAS application, you cannot make any changes.
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Accessing the supplemental application
When you save or apply to a program in one of the
participating specialties, you will receive:

Daily Invitation Emails
beginning Sept 1, 2021
from:
SuppERASApp@aamc.org

Weekly Reminder
Emails
until you complete the
supplemental application

Each email will include a personalized link to access the
supplemental ERAS application
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A Confirmation
Email
after you submit the
supplemental application

Available resources
• AAMC website: Supplemental ERAS
Application
• Applicant Guide
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Residency program websites

Guidance and tips
• Review the questions in the Supplemental ERAS Application Guide
• Be as authentic and honest as possible to help ensure you are
effectively evaluated by the programs where you could thrive
• Use a computer (desktop or laptop) to complete the supplemental
application to ensure that you can see all questions and your
responses on the screen
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Tips for experiences section
• Complete the standard myERAS application first
• Identify up to 5 experiences that were most meaningful
•
•

Prepare responses in advance
Be mindful of character limits, which include spaces

• Respond to each question completely

Tips for geographic preferences
•

If you have a geographic preference:
• Refer to the map of US Census divisions in advance
• Prepare the explanation in advance

•

If you do not have a geographic preference:
• Think about what other factors outweigh geography
• Prepare the explanation in advance

•

If you do not wish to communicate a preference
• Select “do not wish to communicate”

Tips for preference signaling
•

•

Consider the strength of your application,
your ultimate career goals, and personal
circumstances relative to the
competitiveness, mission, and goals of
the programs
Consider signaling programs in which you
have a particular interest not evident in
your application

Resources
•
•
•
•

AAMC data on the point of
diminishing returns
Residency Explorer Tool
NRMP data related to the
2020 Match
Program listings
in MyERAS

Communication with programs
Pre-Interview Communication Guidelines:
• For programs participating in the ERAS supplemental application/preference
signaling program, we kindly ask applicants to refrain from contacting those
programs to express interest or provide application updates, except in truly
exceptional circumstances.
Post-Interview Communication Guidelines:
• Applicants should not feel the need to send thank you notes to programs at
which they have interviewed.
• While some applicants may choose to send "letter of intent" correspondence to
their program of choice, this is not necessary, and applicants should not feel
pressure to send such a message.
• We recommend that programs either avoid direct communication with
applicants post-interview, or at a minimum ensure that such communication is
informational in nature, avoiding any effort to persuade or pressure, in line with
NRMP guidelines. Applicants should not equate lack of communication from a
program with lack of interest from that program.

Coordinated interview invite release
First set of dates
• Monday 11/8: first round of interview invites released
• Wednesday 11/10: applicants begin scheduling interviews; respond by 11/11
• Additional interview invites will be released as/if they become available starting
after 11/12
Second set of dates
• Monday 11/29: second round of interview invites released
• Wednesday 12/1: applicants begin scheduling interviews; respond by 12/2
• Additional interview invites will be released as/if they become available starting
after 12/3
*Programs have been encouraged to notify all applicants of their status (interview, waitlist or
decline) by January 1, 2022.

Resources for applicants – Google doc
• Will be released after August 15
• Programs participating in ERAS supplemental application and whether
it is required
• Interview dates + formats (virtual, in person, hybrid)
• Participation in coordinated interview release + release date
• Virtual meet and greets/informational webinars
• General information sheet + calendar tabs for each month

Panelists
• Jennifer Adams, PD, University of Nebraska
• Emily Altman, PD, University of New Mexico
• Adam Friedman, APD and Chair, George Washington University
• Janiene Luke, PD, Loma Linda University
• Kiran Motaparthi, PD, University of Florida
• Adena Rosenblatt, PD, University of Chicago

Questions
• How will your program use the supplemental application in the
review process?
• How will your program use preference signals and geographic
"preferences/signals"?
• What types of interviews will your program hold, and are there are
specific tips you offer about the interview process given the
possibility of virtual, in person and hybrid options?

